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Staff Bios
Joseph Levens was a finalist for the Bakeless Prize for Fiction. In 2013,
his stories are appearing in The Gettysburg Review and Gargoyle. In
past years, he has had fiction and nonfiction appear in Florida Review
(Editors' Award for Fiction), New Orleans Review, AGNI, Sou'wester,
Meridian, Other Voices, The Literary Review, The Good Men Project and
Swink, among others. He has taught fiction writing a number of years,
and currently works for a publishing company in Manhattan. He lives on
Long Island.
Amy Leigh Owen joined The Summerset Review when it first launched in
2002. Leigh has a BA in Communications from the University of Alabama
where she majored in journalism and minored in creative writing with a
fiction emphasis. Her background includes work in magazines,
publishing, special events, and film production. Leigh is also the
assistant editor of Columns for Moondance and currently freelances as
an editor/copy editor in Alabama.
Meredith Davies Hadaway is the author of Fishing Secrets of the Dead
(Word Press, 2005) and The River is a Reason (Word Press, 2011). Her
poems and book reviews have appeared or are forthcoming in Apalachee
Review, Stand, Cincinnati Review, Harpur Palate, Atlanta Review, and
Poetry International. One poem was recently selected by Mark Doty as a
finalist (Honorable Mention) for the Robinson Jeffers Tor House Poetry
Prize. She serves as chief marketing officer for Washington College in
Chestertown, Maryland.
Lindsay Denninger reads submissions and writes book reviews for the
journal, enjoying the experience of finding new and talented authors.
She received a BA in English Literature and Public Relations from Long
Island University in 2008, graduating Summa Cum Laude, and has
recently completed an MA in British and American Literature at Hunter
College in New York City.
Nick Sweeney joined the staff in 2012, as a volunteer. He received his
bachelor's degree in English from Marist College in 2011, focusing on
creative writing and modern literature. His work has been published in
The Nassau Review, Dead Mule, and Bartleby Snopes.
History of the Journal
The Summerset Review started as an online literary quarterly in 2002,
publishing exclusively fiction and nonfiction. With a staff of three
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volunteers, the magazine faithfully produced its issues on time,
reviewing unsolicited submissions year-round, the great majority of
which were made electronically and sent through email from hopeful
writers ranging from high school students to authors with many
published books to their names.
Since 2002, the magazine gained two staff members and lost one (still
all volunteers), has taken on poetry, book reviews, and occasionally art,
and produced a few print issues collecting a sampling of work that
previously appeared online. Remaining ad-free and simple to navigate
and read, the publication has continued to release all issues on time and
full of variety.
The Summerset Review has read at The New York Public Library,
national conferences, colleges, and other places, including events
sponsored by the Council of Literary Magazines and Presses (CLMP), the
New York State Council on the Arts (NYSCA), the National Endowment
for the Arts (NEA), the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE),
and the Association of Literary Scholars and Critics (ALSC). Print issues
of the magazine are frequently donated to book fairs across the country,
with all proceeds going to charitable causes in the respective areas.
Mission Statement
We think of ourselves as simply people who like to read good
contemporary literature, who want to share the best of our experiences
with others. The highest form of retribution for our efforts is a lasting
impact on a few sensitive readers of our journal—people we don't know,
people we will never meet. We received an email from a reader once,
who said a story in our current issue (at the time) changed her life.
Assuming this change was for the better, what more could we ask for?
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Stalled - fiction by Allora D. Campbell
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Elephant - fiction by Laura Farmer
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Two Poems - by Irene O'Garden
Two Poems - by Anna Weaver
Point. Click. - short fiction by Cynthia Sample
The Book of Kells - poetry by Lynn Hoggard
Corner - poetry by Laurie Patton
Contributors' Notes
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A type of story that never ceases to entertain us is one that contains
surreal elements, where the reader must suspend disbelief, sometimes
to a significant degree. We cite below some pieces we've recently come
across having surreal qualities, writing that really got us thinking. In
most cases, we were able to extract underlying meaning. In the others,
though the intention of the story escaped us, simply going along for the
ride was sufficient. If you read any of the prose pieces below, we'd be
interested in your comments. If you have not, we welcome you to try a
few and hope you appreciate us calling them to your attention.

In the Fall 2012 issue of Crazyhorse, a story by Karen Munro titled "Boat
Party": Many parents of children in the neighborhood have apparently
died on a boat in a bad storm, and these parents are found in their
respective homes in dirty, stained, wet clothes, their skin exhibiting a
strange marble color. This was one of those stories where a clear
underlying thought escaped us, but the narrative style was so simple
and sharp, it was a joy to take in. There was one survivor, a woman who
served tea. She is asked to give a speech in an event at the end of the
story, sending off the victims in the recovered boat: "I don't know why
they want me to say something. I'm nobody special. All I did was swim
like the devil was at my heels. I've been a tea lady for the boat parties
ever since I retired from the machine press, and I've never seen a storm
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like I did that day. Everything went green, then black. Thunder like
Satan's bowling alley. Lightning like the sky was on fire. I told them not
to put that damn cross up, but there you go. I was wearing the same
shoes I've worn to work for twenty years, and they were sucked right off
my feet. Best pair of shoes I've ever had."
In Issue 76 of Cutbank, 2012, a short-short by J. David Stevens titled
"The Evangelicals Go Bungee Jumping": The Glad Tidings Battalion of
God's Royal Rangers crowd the rail, a youth group come to watch their
pastor jump. A problem develops. With each recoil of the bungee line, he
ascends higher and higher. The cord eventually snaps, with the Pastor
"shrinking skyward, a lost balloon." The group agrees, it's how the
Pastor wanted to go—straight line, sure ascent.
In the same issue of Cutbank, a story by John Denslow titled "Not
Everyone is Special": A man searches for his "Power," seeing others
about him each with their particular own. Billy Ray can control birds with
his mind. Monica can get wrinkles out of clothes by simply patting them
lightly. Candace knows when people are lying. His doctor and powerchanneler says, "Possibly you weren't meant to discover your Power.
Why not concentrate on what you do know? Your family." He questions
this. "Are you giving up on me?" he asks. "Of course not," the doctor
says. "Then do your job," the man says.
Michael Czyzniejewski has an intriguing story in the Spring/Summer
2012 issue of Gulf Coast titled "The Brother-in-Law and the Beach." A
man is obsessed with his brother's fiancée, Darla, and steals a photo of
her frolicking under a waterfall on her Caribbean honeymoon. Photo
Darla, which he displays in his house, occupies the dominant part of this
man's life and eventually materializes into a Little Darla walking about,
speaking to him, preparing his meals.
The Fall 2012 issue of Eclipse shares several complex stories. In
"Revival," by Clark Knowles, a son leaves home and a sheeting rain
develops, causing a significant flood in the basement. Not just any flood,
but one trapping the husband down there, where he inflates a camping
raft to stay afloat, catches and fries fish. He communicates with his wife
who ventures no further than the portal at the top of the stairs. The
quirkly elements of the story point to the odd, confounding effects of a
family growing apart.
Also in this issue, "Sometimes They Talk Back," by Dina Guidubaldi,
revolves around a girl with a fascination for her father's robots. She
struggles with her own identity, wonders frequently about the concept of
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light and her own shadow—"If I could see it there on the grass, on the
wall, on the sidewalk, then I must be somewhere too." Though the story
is fairly short, there is a lot going on here, and the prose is nicely broken
up into many tight sections, each carrying unique and thoughtful
extractions. The piece does not take on a surreal quality, though, until
the end, when we see a blending of references to her boyfriend and one
of the robots she holds in fond affection.
Likewise, in the Spring 2010 issue of the Indiana Review, a story titled
"Blue Christmas," by Matt Sadler, also does not introduce a surreal
element until nearly the end. An outgoing woman enjoys lounging in hot
tubs and meeting new people. Her best friend, Jane, hints of leaving. As
the protagonist slowly develops a relationship with a man she met in the
tub, Jane packs her orange suitcase, and the eventual departure is more
unorthodox than the woman simply exiting the front door.
Perhaps a little unsettling is a story in the Winter 2009 issue of American
Short Fiction. Titled "The Execution Trick," by Laura C. J. Owen, the
piece is a bit reminicent of Steven Millhauser's "The Knife Thrower" from
his 1998 collection. In Owen's story, the reader is constantly asking if
the magician's beheading occurring every night at the posh European
hotel is real. There may be an underlying thought here of failure
experienced when a person takes on more than they should, or this may
just be a story designed to simply haunt you.
A curious piece involving body and mind rejuvenation appears in a 2011
issue of Conjunctions, a story titled "Regeneration at Mukti" by Julia
Elliot. Those attending a remote camp are induced with multiple viruses.
They are expected to recover through calculated treatments. "Reach into
the core of your misery," the orientation guru says, "and you will find a
shining pearl." There's beautiful language in the story, and a dreamy last
scene, enough to make the ride through nasty skin sores and itches
enjoyable.
The winner of the 2010 Fiction Prize at the Mississippi Review, Cheryl
Alu's story titled "Driving While Blind" isn't technically surreal—
everything happening could indeed happen—but the combination of
characters and circumstances make it all hard to believe. There is a lot
going on in this short piece: the death of a son, some bitterness
between the parents, museum tours for the blind, love affairs, even one
with an underage boy losing his sight and driving a car. It's enough to
make your head spin, but also set one thinking about all that could
happen in one's life, at one time, although likely not all of it will.
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In an anthology of recent writing from the Iowa Review, an issue titled
"Discoveries" from 2012, there is a short-short, "Alter Ego," by Amy
Leach: A woman struggles to understand her heart. She dreams of a
man tearing his chest open and handing her his very own. She holds it,
throbbing, still connected to the man by arteries. She wants to pull out
her own and inspect it, but is scared she would not be able to put it back
in correctly. She takes careful note of her surroundings: a museum's
collection of loud paintings, her dog's behavior, her darkened bedroom.
She spends a contemplative hour in a dollar store looking at buttons.

Theme graphics this issue - "Knowledge"
Copyright © The Summerset Review, Inc. 2013.
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Our leafy souk displays thirty years of
possessions now surplus to our downsized lives:
100 feet of snake-coiled garden
hose, paperbacks, read but not
abandoned in beach rentals and coach-class
seats; six large bowls with flawed
glazes from a dear friend's kiln, a tin
roofed birdhouse claimed by wrens through
twenty springs; an easel from your
dabble in watercolors; the child's
dresser you first painted blue and later
pink; the guitar for which I had the taste
but not the touch; two wicker chairs from
which we watched the summer sun go
down a hundred million miles
beyond the dogwoods—
Let's buy it all back, you say though
we both know that everything must go—
the Pawley's Island hammock where
we lay so many cooling
darks counting and counting
still farther stars.
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I would like more sisters, that the takingout of one would not leave such
stillness.—Emily Dickinson

I wonder how my sister always looks lovely, even in black. Kathleen's
back from her latest funeral, wearing a silky, knee-length dress. There's
a silver cross around her neck, falling delicately at the curve of her
breastbone. I can't replicate this look, and I haven't managed to pull off
a dress since Kathleen's First Communion party.
I am sitting at our kitchen table in a flannel shirt, dark jeans, and
thermal socks, watching as she slips out of black heels. She's a cantor at
our church, which means she essentially sings for all special occasions.
We only ever manage passing conversation and generally just about the
funerals.
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"Who died?" I ask, wrenching my tangled curls into a rough knot as she
shrugs off her coat.
"Sixty-five, grandmother." Kathleen responds like clockwork, hardly
glancing up. "She had so many grandkids; she must have started
young." She disappears into the fridge, searching for her last Slim-Fast.
Her dark hair peeks out above the door, swept into a simple updo.
I realize, staring at her discarded stilettos, that I can't remember when
she started to wear fancy dresses, makeup, or strappy heels. I'm twenty
now, and Kathleen is just a year my junior. Mom used to say we looked
like twins. We are just a year apart with the same dark hair, dark eyes,
full lips, and bronzed skin. Kathleen is more petite than I am, though,
more feminine. I hulk above her broad-shouldered, thickly muscled, and
masculine. She's the streamlined version, classy: an Audrey Hepburn.
I'm the Katherine.
She pauses and her eyes flicker toward my damp jeans. Her nose
wrinkles. "Honestly, Kimmy, did you have to bring the barn inside?"
I shift uncomfortably under her scrutiny. Kathleen makes a hundred
bucks in one hour; I make just about minimum wage. I've wanted to run
our farm ever since I can remember. But Kathleen just seems to float
along, in and out of the house, perpetually humming the notes to a
different song. I don't answer the accusation, and, without pausing to
acknowledge my silence, she moves off in a swirl of silk and music. I
cross my arms over my chest, the collar of my flannel shirt itchy as I
finish my tea.
Sometimes my memories seem all one-sided, like she doesn't recall
chucking manure at me during long days of mucking stalls, or jumping
into our half-frozen pond on the first day of spring. There are so many
things I want to tell her, just to see if she still understands.

I've always had this dream. I'm standing beside a horse, a champion's
necklace of roses draped over his neck. My uniform changes. Sometimes
I'm in the bright silks of a jockey, sometimes in the crisp, black blazer of
a hunter jumper eventer, sometimes in a baseball cap and polo
monogrammed with the name of my stable in bright, white thread. The
horse is the only thing that remains constant, standing silently, loyally,
by my side. I'd hoped the vagaries of this fantasy would solidify with age
because, naturally, you're supposed to pinpoint what you want to be
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when you grow up. The problem is that they haven't really. The last
fantasy, by elimination, seems to be the strongest. This, too, is fading
now, because Kathleen is leaving. After so many years daydreaming
together, she's wrapped up somehow in my fantasies. I feel like they'll
crumble when she goes.
We have three older brothers. The age gap is fairly significant between
us, so it's always felt like it's just me and Kathleen. Kevin's the oldest.
He used to be Dad's biggest help around the farm but now he's off at
university in California. Joseph, next, is stationed out in Alaska with the
Coast Guard. Jacob is training to be a pilot.
I grew up riding hunter jumpers and Kathleen barrel racing ponies. For a
few years, my draft cross and her Argentinean pony ran circles around
our competition at local fairs. We were a team. All year long we'd work,
do school, and lesson with our horses. Summertime would arrive with a
blast of heat radiating from the stainless steel sides of our horse trailer—
a whirlwind of county fairs.
Kathleen found out she could sing when she was twelve. She never took
it seriously until her pony died. I was sixteen; she was fifteen. I was just
learning how to drive our trailer and I wasn't home when her pony
colicked from dehydration in the mid-summer heat. The mare was under
a blue tarp by the time I got back. Kathleen was watching movies in our
parents' room with puffy eyes, an empty box of tissues, and a lock of
chestnut mane. She tried for a little while to ride our other horses, but
my parents didn't have the money to buy a new one of her own. One
passion surpassed the other and, after a while, she didn't ride again.
Everything we had in common has been vanishing ever since.
Once, I caught her throwing out all her old ribbons: the tri-color
champions, the blue firsts and red seconds, two trophies, and a
photocopy of the first cash prize she ever won. I wanted to rescue them
from the dumpster, but I only pulled the largest ribbon from the state
fair—one with a picture of us on the back, hugging as we pushed our
trophies in the air.
Despite the fact that our family has always had a horse farm, my
brothers lost interest once they grew up. Now Kathleen is leaving, really
leaving. She's graduating and going to a music school in New York City.
Then it'll just be me.
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I run what's left, the few retired horses, the empty barns, the remaining
tilled hay fields, holding on to a past only I seem to care for.

The house is oddly quiet. Dad is gone every week for about four days,
and Mom has gone south for a while to help take care of Grandma, who
is ill. Winter is coming. Kathleen knows because Mary Kay cosmetics
released their winter colors: navy blues, hazelnuts, and ivy gardens. I
know because I threw on an extra sweatshirt under my barn coat as I
flew out the door today. It only takes me about five minutes to get
ready in the mornings. I run a quick brush through my dark hair, brush
my teeth, and pull on some jeans and boots. I still resent the breeding
barn's schedule; we start feeding at 5:30 a.m.
I started working for Scott, our neighbor who runs a thoroughbred
breeding farm, just a few weeks ago. I consider it an internship of sorts.
Despite the fact that I've grown up around horses, I don't have much
practical knowledge of what it takes to make a career out of them. When
Scott asked if I wanted to earn some extra money as a stablehand, I
eagerly agreed.
There are three barns: two smaller ones to house the stallions, and a
larger one for the mares at the bottom of a long hill. The mares' barn is
shaped like a big 'T' and has nearly fifty stalls making up the interior. My
new job consists of mucking those stalls out on weekends and helping to
do feedings during the week.
"You go to school here, don't you?" Colleen asks from two stalls down.
She is a sun-crisped woman with smudged glasses and muck boots
stretching to her knees. Her disheveled blonde hair is perpetually swept
up into a loose ponytail and she has some sort of Dutch accent—gentler
than German. She would be the senior stablehand if we had titles. I'm
mostly an assistant. I think she enjoys my company and I hope she
appreciates my help.
"At the community college. I'm studying History."
"Didn't want to go far?"
The corner of my mouth twitches and the question, however innocent,
stings. I speak slowly, contemplating my defense. "Dad can only run the
farm part-time; he works in the city for a construction company." I
chuck manure into my wheelbarrow. The toss comes with more force
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than necessary and the manure splatters. "It's what I always wanted. I
want to keep the farm going, maybe invest in some equipment, give a
few lessons, take on some boarders—nothing wildly successful. I just
want to be around horses, you know?"
Mucking stalls involves a full-body beat down; one arm is responsible for
heaving your pitchfork while the other directs. After about three stalls
the movements feel robotic, preordained, and rigid. I cock my head,
stretching my neck.
Colleen doesn't comment besides giving a grunt of acknowledgement.
"We have some horses, grow our own hay. I guess I'd like to inherit the
house, the land, all that." This response, well-practiced, comes easily.
Colleen probably means no harm, but I can feel her question in my
mind. It's one that's been posed to me before and it always sounds like
Why did you get left behind?
"Your family... what do they think?"
"I'm the only one in line." I halfheartedly chuckle. I wait for appreciation,
some signal that she understands. There is a longing, a fierce desire to
always be around the land and to never forget the feeling of something
breathing beneath you. Instead I hear a few heavy thuds and Colleen
whispering to someone. I poke my head out and look down the aisle.
"Colleen? Are you okay?"
She curses. I don't understand her words, but I can pick out the anger.
She's in Copper Penny's stall, a friendly chestnut yearling. Scott doesn't
name any of the babies until they are old enough to break. For now,
Copper just adopts her mother's name.
I squeeze out of my stall and jog down to Colleen's, peering inside.
Copper is backed up against a wall, nostrils quivering as Colleen
stretches out her hand. "She hurt her leg last week. I told Scott this, but
he hasn't called out a vet." Copper won't put any weight on her left front
and it's angled awkwardly past her knee. She shakes her head again as
she presses her fingers to Copper's neck, quieting the filly's anxiousness.
"What will happen to her?" I ask, still observing from outside.
"If it's broken or the tendon's strained, she's too young to heal. And
she'll be worthless if she can't run." Copper still hasn't relaxed, but her
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ears flicker in Colleen's direction, listening. I blink, slowly
comprehending.
"So Scott won't do anything?" I think back to my horses' injuries. Even
the ones who died had a vet by their sides until the end. I stayed with
them until they stopped moving.
Colleen shrugs. "It's too expensive and being on the track is a hard life."
She pats the filly's neck one more time, then slips out and slides the
door closed. "Such a shame really; her mama was a fine racer."

I clomp inside, my hair damp with snow and sweat as I peel off layers of
warmth from my overheated body. Of course the snow came early this
year, just days after Thanksgiving—a holiday which none of our brothers
made it home for.
Kathleen's reading a magazine with a chocolate Slim-Fast in one hand.
She looks up as I slouch into a chair by the pellet stove in the kitchen.
"Rough day at work?"
I nod, catching my breath. "It's hard to do stalls with all the snow.
Pushing that wheelbarrow sucks and leading the horses out is even
worse. With the snow drifts, it was up to my hips in some places."
She snorts. "I couldn't do it." I wince. It's as if she never shared that life
with me, as if it were so far removed that she doesn't even remember.
She sips from the aluminum can. "Well, you'll have great looking arms
come summer at least."
I want to ask her if she remembers trail-riding, something we did nearly
every day in summer. We explored every inch of land within a six-mile
radius until the horses memorized our tried and true routes. We'd shove
our hands rigidly in the air, lacing our reins around the pommels of our
saddles, and notice how long the horses would plod along on the path
until they realized they weren't being given any direction.
I get up to make some hot chocolate. Without all my layers the
dampness has started to chill. For a while, all I can hear are the flames
crackling and I peer over at her. Kathleen is staring at me, hands resting
in her lap.
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"Why don't you tutor or something? You get good grades don't you? It'd
be easier."
I'm already irritated and her comment chafes. "I just don't want to teach
right now."
"Then why did you major in History?"
This question makes me pause. There was this time Dad took us down to
Gettysburg because he was a Civil War buff. We trailered our ponies to a
campsite and rode around the battlefield until it got dark. We slept in the
back of our van when the rain soaked our tents. When we galloped
through misty fields in the early morning, past shadowy monuments and
old wooden battlements, I'd felt like I could inhale the magnitude of the
place, reliving its tragic past. It sparked massive research in the war,
and others in American history, so it felt like a completely natural
interest to pursue in college. Now the reasons seem fuzzy, passion
blurred by practicality. Why, for instance, do I even go to school at all if
I never want to leave the farm?
I sit by the fire again, closing my eyes as the steamy liquid burns in my
throat. It's the longest conversation we've had in a while, and I struggle
to think of something else to say. I want to tell her about Copper's
impending doom. I can't help but wonder though, if I mention hooves,
strained tendons, or treatment methods, will I have to define
everything? Would I have to lecture her on terms of horsemanship as if
she had never spent days alongside me in our barn?
I wonder if she could even garner up a sympathetic glance for the filly.
When I don't respond, Kathleen shrugs and leaves. She's been preparing
to leave for a while now, but I hate that it already feels like she's gone.

January marks the beginning of the birthing season. There are about
thirty pregnant mares on the farm. The foals sell for thousands before
they are even broke to ride. I've never experienced a horse give birth,
and I try to get up as early as my body will allow on the off chance that I
might get to see one.
Rumba Numba is due first. I arrive a little earlier than Colleen that
morning. She's usually here by now to start feeding, but there isn't
anyone around when I slide open the barn door. The lights are off. I take
lengthened strides to reach the mare's stall, peeking inside over the
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door. In the hazy light she seems oddly smaller than yesterday. Without
the barn lights on, the stalls are dark with faint morning beams
streaking from the windows high up in the walls. Dust swirls around her,
shadows playing on the light.
It's awfully quiet too, but there's no baby anywhere beside her. She
stands alone with her head lowered and her eyes drooping. I frown,
studying her mellow form before turning and starting to work. By the
time Colleen arrives, I've finished feeding and started my first stall. She
walks in just as I empty my first wheelbarrow.
Then I see it. It looks odd there, lying in old tire tracks and frozen
manure. I don't know what to think of it actually; mostly because I don't
really know how to describe a dead foal. If someone asks you what a
horse looks like, you generally start with their color, their size, their
personality. But dead horses, dead foals are just that, dead.
It looks sort of bay, a darkish brown color with black legs, mane, and
tail. Its coat lacks the glossy softness of a newborn foal, instead grey
and dull. He, she—I'm not really sure—is too thin and small, like
someone poked him and his muscles deflated.
I jump when Colleen comes up behind me and nearly fall headfirst over
my tipped wheelbarrow into the manure pile. "She came out too early,
got stuck." She pulls me up by the scruff of my jacket. "So sad."
I don't want it to stay there, lying alone in the frozen filth. "Will Scott
bury it?" I ask, unable to turn away.
She considers this, her glasses fogging as she breathes. "If he has time;
he's sleeping now. We were up all night with her." She points to his
tractor parked behind the manure pile. "It's a lot of work putting
something so small in the ground when it's frozen like this." She slips
back inside, muttering and pulling carrots out of her pockets for Rumba.
Colleen is so brusque; it unnerves me. I've only done two stalls, but I
know I can't come back out here to dump manure seeing this.
Nauseously, I grab the nearest pitchfork from inside. I wish I had
something to say, something to let it know I would remember it. I shovel
steaming manure onto the emaciated body until the tire rut is filled and
the foal disappears from sight.
"Will Rumba be okay?" I ask, shoving my wheelbarrow into the next stall
and then joining Colleen at the mare's door. She has an organic carrot in
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an outstretched hand; she likes to spoil the horses with little pleasures.
Rumba doesn't move, doesn't even acknowledge our presence. I can see
a feeble trickle of blood seeping down between her back legs to the
floor.
"She had a long night." Colleen gingerly pockets the carrot with a sigh.
"She tried very hard, but she'll forget in a few days. They always do."
She crosses her arms over the stall door. "They'll breed her again and
then next year she'll have some new baby to think about."
Her matter-of-fact tone continues to startle me. I want to say
something, but what? The mare has lost that brilliant shine to her
chestnut fur that accompanies pregnancy. She seems matted and dull,
mutely alive. It feels worthless. The foal didn't have a name, nothing to
mark its passing—like it had never been. I shove my hands deep into my
pockets as I retreat back to the other stalls.

I'm more sore than usual by the time I make it home. My barn chores
stretch to an agonizing length. Jeb, my old show horse named for a
Confederate Calvary general, is nearly twenty and has arthritis. We still
trail ride, but don't jump anymore as it puts too much strain on his legs.
Kathleen never got another pony after hers died four years ago. Our
parents didn't have the money when she was interested. Then, when
they did, she didn't seem to care. Now her life is wrapped entirely
around her music. When she isn't practicing, she's tinkering on our
piano, taking music lessons, or singing for this recital or that funeral.
Gaining early admittance to Julliard is the highlight of her life, and she'll
leave for a preparatory program in June.
I've never told her, but I always wanted to attend Bowdoin College in
Maine. It was the school of General Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain, my
favorite Civil War commander, both before the war, as a professor, and
after, as the president. The history of the campus proliferates every
building down to the last stone. There are monuments erected by the
classes well back into the 1800s. Several classrooms have historical
plaques, delineating Chamberlain's activities there. He is, to this day, the
college's most honored faculty member.
But I am not brave, like Kathleen, and I chose a local school instead. I
can study history in either location, but I know it isn't the same. That's
the thing about horses; they tie you to the land. Equestrian careers
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aren't transportable. Even though Maine is only nine hours away, it
might as well be nine lifetimes. The thought of waking up alone, far from
the white-fenced paddocks and aging red barns of home, makes bile rise
in my throat.
The water spigot freezes in the barn sometimes, like tonight, and I have
to haul water in five-gallon buckets out of the basement. Jeb has four
other companions: a miniature pony Kathleen and I used to ride and
three of my Dad's old driving horses—now retired. I wish they were
more appreciative. Jeb looks disdainfully at me through soft, dark eyes
as I dump the bucket into the trough in his field, huffing. Billy, the pony,
trots over eagerly—quite forgetting his advanced age in anticipation of
dinner. Jeb stares as I crunch toward him, slipping in the snow. I rub his
shoulder and watch his breath curl on the evening air. He nibbles at the
zipper of my jacket, an old, familiar trick. With a rush of affection I hug
him, burying my face in his neck, relieved when he doesn't move away.
When you're in the horse business, it's to breed, train, or ride. If I were
honest, I'd admit that I'm not sure I can truly succeed in any of those
options. I know there is a disconnect. I can't have both—remain tied to
this place and pursue histories I've only ever read about. I can't decide
which urge is stronger.

There are two more births by Saturday, one live and one dead. The dead
foal looks flawless, too, when I bury it, too, in the manure heap. It might
have been sleeping. The live one I miss by minutes. The tally is still so
uneven, death overwhelming a place where I had expected life. I turn to
Colleen when she appears at my side, angry that I've missed this
chance. I clench my fists as I watch the foal stumble about his mother.
"You should have called me when it started happening," I snap,
snatching my pitchfork. Colleen studies me carefully over the rim of her
glasses. "Do you really want to be here when something goes wrong?"

The ground is so hard that I can skip from ridge to ridge of frozen mud
in the paddocks. My feet catch on the edge of hoofprints petrified in the
soil. The ashen trees lining the fences twist to a dull, grey sky. I pull my
knees tighter to my chest and sink deeper beneath the quilt around my
shoulders. I'm in our dining room, hidden away in a corner against the
window. There's a fire blazing across the room from me and the
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accompanying heat leadens my eyes. I press my forehead to the
coolness of the window and let my warmth steam the glass.
Kathleen is upstairs, packing. She's not leaving for months yet but the
decision of what to bring is a daily struggle. She's just so happy, which I
can't fault her for. Julliard is a prestigious school and, despite the fact
we've never really spoken about it, I feel like she'll fit in just fine. She
sings; her voice trickles down the stairs.
I peer through our lace curtains, watching the snow fall. I always feel
tired lately, hardly energized enough to do the little homework I have. I
still find immense beauty here. The rusting farm equipment, dusty
saddles, plowed fields hibernating under layers of snow, hay seeds
hoping for a breath of spring. I wish I could remind her how warm
horses are when you mount them bareback, or how smooth their
tongues are when they lick your bare arms in summertime, hoping for
salt.
I wish she would show me she still remembers the pleasure we used to
find in the life she now avoids. When I told her once that I would wait
everyone out and try to inherit the farm once she and the boys were all
gone, she laughed. "I don't think you'll have much competition."
Although true, this stung. I never want to leave. I want to be invisible
here, just me, the horses, and the land. It seems so straightforward
when I'm on my own like this, buried under blankets and hugged into
denim and flannel. This is what I want. There is a tightness in my chest
as I recite this affirmation. I won't allow myself to equivocate it to doubt,
but I bite hard on my bottom lip until it bleeds.
Sometimes I forget this rift, her jests and disdain. I remember, with
painful clarity, that once she wanted to go to school in Texas so she
could compete in the rodeos. Her keeping me awake as I braided Jeb's
mane before a show, helping me polish my saddle and show boots for
rigid, elegant riding, teasing me because she only had to wear sequined
shirts and black leather chaps for her barrel racing shows.
Lately, I wish I could forget how keenly I feel the loss of that nearness. I
close my eyes. I bristle as I listen to her sing, notes whisking through
the silence which otherwise pervades the house. I haven't listened in a
while. I fidget, the old oak floors creaking beneath me. I used to be so
proud when this whole thing first started. I'd cheer in the front rows
during her recitals. She's gifted. I used to anticipate the day when she'd
shine.
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I remember curling up beside her on the couch, rewatching footage Dad
dutifully took during our competitions. Laughing at how the judges
mispronounced our names, dropping ice cubes down each other's shirts,
displaying hands dyed black from sweating in leather riding gloves.
I sigh; steam shoots up the window.

I am halfway through feeding, nearly a week later, as I reach Gypsy's
empty stall. I let the grain bucket dangle from my fingers as I study
everything. "Colleen, did you let Gypsy out?" I call down the aisle. She
appears in an oversized woolen sweater, red-nosed. Her thin legs are
concealed beneath layers of denim and knee-high muck boots.
"She had her baby last night, but the little guy didn't make it. He got
stuck and was killing poor Gypsy. Scott had to take him out in pieces."
My hands stiffen around the handle. "Pieces?" I repeat weakly.
"Yah. Sad part is, they couldn't even save her. She died anyway from
blood loss and internal damage." Colleen leans against the door, shaking
her head.
"But why are so many dying?" I ask, too stunned to look away from the
empty stall. "Is this... normal?"
Colleen shrugs. "There are over twenty mares here who birth from
January till April. It might be the weather or something they've eaten,
but it's the reality of this business. No one expects every foal to be born
alive."
Scott mounts wipe-off boards to each stall door. It usually says the
horse's name, medical information, any dietary restrictions they may
have. Gypsy's is wiped clean. I step inside, glancing around. Colleen had
already mucked it out.
I don't know what I am expecting, blood stains on the walls maybe.
Gore staining the earth, the bedding. There is nothing.

I can hear Kathleen down the hall. Her voice drifts. She must be on the
phone or maybe watching a movie. I don't understand how she is always
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laughing. She creeps into everyone, so confident and lively. She's always
been like that. Our first job together was at the old Jensen stable, before
Mr. Jensen died and his widow sold the farm. I was twelve, she eleven. I
brought her along for company, but I stood behind her when we
introduced ourselves and asked for a job. Mr. Jensen hired us together.
Kathleen's curls stood out on end then, a polka-dotted headband making
a small dent in the dome. I had the same dark curls but always pulled
them into tight braids.
She makes me jump when she walks up behind me. "Homework?"
I nod, staring dejectedly at the pages before me. All the words blur
together. I rub my eyes with my thumb and index finger. I can feel her
studying my face.
She peers into the fridge and, after a moment's indecision, closes it in
defeat. "You look tired."
I want to tell her about the foals, about Gypsy. I've always considered
myself to be sort of, well, tough. I'm so much thicker, broader, than
Kathleen, I used to brag about the muscles lining my arms. I liked the
distinction of being so much stronger that she was. I wanted a purpose
to my bulk; it was one of the reasons being around horses felt so natural
and necessary. It is a life that demands strength, something I have an
abundance of. But I'm shaken by the foals, how it can be natural for so
much death? Does it get easier? It must, surely, if you were to make a
lifelong career out of it. The thought of dead foals becoming
commonplace makes me feel sick.
I'm not sure how to explain that to Kathleen though. Admitting my
doubts, the horror of the life I've always wanted, tastes too much like
defeat. I think I want her to listen with rapt attention, to nod
sympathetically. The last time I tried to talk to her about horses,
mentioning some exercise we used to drill our mounts, she stared at me
as if she had never practiced for hours or compared strategies. I feel
fragile, naked.
"I don't know how you do it," she says. I'm surprised when she
continues to talk to me, leaning on the doorframe. "Pushing
wheelbarrows in the snow, getting up so early, and just about every
day?" She shakes her head.
My hand aches from gripping my pencil so hard. I stare at her. "Don't do
that."
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She looks surprised by my tone. "What?"
"Don't pretend like you never did it too. Like we never used to get up at
five a.m. to work together, or break the ice off of water buckets in
winter." I'm standing now, facing her rigidly across the table. "Don't
pretend like you don't know what I'm talking about."
Kathleen stares. "I'm not pretending. I remember."
I wait, resentment chilling me. I want to blame her; dump our
estrangement for giving up everything we had in common. We were
going to have our own barn, K&K Stables. I want just one glimpse, a
hint that she remembers the dreams we used to share.
"So I don't like horses anymore, so what?" she continues, getting her
footing. "It was a long time ago and it's not the end of the world."
There is a silence and I sit back down, dejected.
She clears her throat. "Anyway, I have a recital on Friday. Want to
come? The parents are away and—"
"No," I snap. "I'm working." I focus on reading the lines before me even
though I don't comprehend any of the words.
She tries one more time. "Kimmy, what happened?"
I study my sister's face. She really is beautiful with her slender figure,
wild dark ringlets, and large brown eyes. I attempt to formulate a
response. She is trying. I owe her, at least, to meet that effort.
"We've had a rough start. Nobody thinks anything's wrong; I guess stuff
like this happens all the time. But, it can't—I mean, it shouldn't..." I
falter. Fear of her response, of disinterest or lack of sympathy, chokes
me. I'm not sure I can reveal how badly the foal's deaths have shaken
me. This is what I want, isn't it? What I've chosen? What does it say if I
admit that I never want to see another dead foal again in my life? What
does it mean if I never want to step foot on Scott's property ever again?
Kathleen waits, looks at me expectantly. "What shouldn't?"
"The foals, they keep dying." I panic. It can't be typical, can it?
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"Is that unusual?" she asks. There's a gleam in her eyes, an eagerness
which surprises me. I wonder, for the first time, if she's missed me too.
I'm temporarily speechless, and after too long a pause, Kathleen reads
this as defeat. She looks away, disappointed, and turns down the hall. I
know I should call after, beg her to come back. I'm a coward, and I don't
say anything at all.

My body moves sluggishly the next morning, like a deadweight. I try to
shake the heaviness from my limbs, swinging my arms in between
chores. Feeding and turnout go smoothly though the leaden feeling has,
apparently, now infected my brain. My head starts to ache. I'm
breathing heavily by the time I start doing stalls at Scott's. After the first
two I heave the wheelbarrow out to the manure pile. It takes me a
moment, but I freeze and stare upon recognition. A small hoof sticks out
from beneath the muck.
There is a rising tide of nausea in my throat and I lean on the handles to
catch my breath. A dreary February sun beats down on my back through
the thick grey haze above. I can't remember the last time we had blue
skies. It doesn't pass. I stumble back into the barn, whisper apologies to
Colleen, and drive home. I feel overheated, not the usual gradual
warmth after a morning at the barn. I peel off damp layers of clothing
and stretch out on the floor, pressing my cheek to the cool, wooden
boards.
I'm asleep within minutes.

There are lights flashing outside my window. They cast an orange glow
on the floor, which I observe hazily, until I spy the back end of a police
cruiser and then I'm sharply awake. Shivering as I push myself off the
floor and pull on boots, I stagger from my bedroom and run to the back
door where I can hear persistent knocking.
"I'm sorry to wake you," he says. I oddly appreciate this apology at four
in the morning. "Are you missing any horses?"
"Missing?" I repeat slowly.
"We got a call about some loose horses wandering in the road. You're
the first farm on this street and we're checking up on all of them."
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Kathleen is suddenly at my side, breathless. "We'll look," she says
loudly. An oversized sweater hangs from her shoulders. The officer nods,
says he'll keep an eye out as he makes his rounds.
My mind is still foggy, a bit achy. I wonder if I'm catching something.
Kathleen is thrusting a jacket at me, pulling muck boots on over her
leggings. She grabs my arm as we walk to the paddocks. Everything is
still, swallowed by darkness. What little light there is spills from the
house and highlights patches of snow.
We have three paddocks, each about an acre. The biggest one stretches
all the way to the back of our property. I usually let the five of them out
in this large one, because it's like a playground. It has a little thicket, a
stream, and plenty of grass in the summer. But it also means that, in
order for us to figure out if any of them are loose, we have to walk
around the entire perimeter, checking for broken boards or telltale
hoofprints on the wrong side of the fence. We clamber over the nearest
portion of fencing and start walking.
"You know," I say groggily, "I don't think I fed them tonight." All my
senses feel clogged and unreceptive. I want so badly to be in bed and
even the cold isn't waking me up.
"I'm sure they'll survive one night without you," Kathleen insists. She is
ahead of me by a few paces, peering into the darkness. She points.
"There are Dad's horses."
"Jeb will hate me," I mumble. "I promised him an apple." I stumble over
a pile of frozen poop and Kathleen takes my arm.
"Are you going to make me find your decrepit geezer and that stupid
pony all by myself?"
I shake my head. The motion makes it ache and I moan. "Jeb's over
there, by the trees." My giant is curled up, his whiskers brushing the
snow. He pricks his ears our way when we thud past, but he isn't curious
enough to get up.
"Are you sick?" she asks, stopping to look back over her shoulder at me
and frowning.
I don't answer and we trudge on a bit farther.
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"This is why I never want horses." She rubs her thighs, wishing warmth
into the thin layers of clothing.
"You used to."
"So? You wanted to dye your hair blue and I'm not bent out of shape
about it still being brown."
I'm freezing now, too, and my hand jerks to my mouth as I feel acid in
my throat. Kathleen hears me gag and stops. "You're sick. Totally sick.
We should let that little shit get eaten by a coyote and just go inside."
I wave her away, swallowing down chunks of something and gasping for
breath. I try to spit the flavor out of my mouth. "Just don't pretend like
you never wanted to or never did."
"Don't take this the wrong way," she begins in response. "I'm going to
give you some advice. You're stuck in the past, Kimmy. People change
you know, when they grow up. I changed. What's waiting for you here—
have you asked yourself that? You're always insisting that this is what
you want to do, how you want to live. But you're running a retirement
farm. There's no future for you in that, you're trying too hard to hold
onto something that's already gone. What were you expecting, exactly?
That I'll give up New York and stay here with you? It won't happen."
I want to reply because I'm dully aware that I should be angry. Instead,
I stop and turn away to throw up in a steaming pile. The sound startles
the driving horses, one starting from his sleepy pose. Their heads swivel
to look at us, ears forward. Kathleen takes my arm, pulls it over her
neck, and drags me back towards the house.
In a daze I see Billy, laying out flat by the gate in a pile of hay. As we
pass, he lifts his head to examine us, lowers it again, and drifts back to
sleep.

My head still hurts. I have cloudy memories of crashing into the
bathroom, throwing up into the toilet, and then passing out again on the
cool, polished floors of my bedroom. The sun is much too bright,
especially for winter, and the light streams in cheerily to form a golden
pool on the boards before me. I blink and spy Kathleen hovering with a
bottle of Pepto-Bismol. She squats, looking penitent—sheepish even—
and dangles a little cup with thick pink fluid before me.
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"I called Mom; she's still at Grandma's and isn't coming home for
another couple weeks. She said you probably have a stomach bug. It's
been going around."
I think I'm supposed to be mad at her, but the details are vague. I
slowly prop myself up on one elbow to accept the cup, gulping it down.
"It's only supposed to last twenty-four hours."
I sit up, shakily pull myself into bed, and drown myself in quilts. "Thank
God."
Kathleen is quiet, which is different for her. Even when we're not talking
to each other she's chirping about something. She's always taking up
room with her voice: talking, singing, laughing. I know Kathleen is so
excited to start her new life that it overwhelms her. I suspect that's why
she is always making noise. She's alive with her passion, with an
eagerness to chase what's she's always wanted. I can't remember the
last time I felt such enthusiasm for anything. It is something I hide from,
because the realization is cutting.
"You never get sick," she says.
"I know." I want to fade and wake up tomorrow without slimy leftovers
coating my teeth. "It's been a rough winter."
"So you've said."
With my eyes closed tightly, I assume that she'd move on after playing
nurse. I feel her sink onto the bed beside me.
"I'm sorry for tearing into you yesterday. I just get so angry. I know
you're mad at me for leaving and that we're not close anymore. But
whenever I try to talk about it, you close up on me."
She's right; I've probably always known that. Kathleen is moving on and
I'm stuck. If I move forward in either direction, I'll have to give up one
dream or the other. I'm not sure I'm ready to make that decision. I hate
her a little for chasing after something that will further divide us. It isn't
just that she is leaving me behind; I know I can make new dreams
without her. It's the fact that she's leaving and is so happy about it. I'm
jealous because she knows exactly what she wants out of life, and that
makes me doubt everything.
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"I know," I say simply. "I've never liked change."
I remember her curls streaming out the back of her helmet, a T-shirt
snapping against her bronzed stomach as she whipped around barrels on
a chestnut blur. I remember hugging her when she dismounted,
cheering when she raised the tri-color champion ribbon, sweat dripping
down sun-dusted shoulders and reddened cheeks. Leather and horses
swirl in a whirlwind of memories.
"You want to talk about it?" she asks, hesitating. "I feel like I haven't
been around, with you, much."
"Not really." I breathe, burrowing deeper into my quilt. I want to be
asleep. I still feel her beside me and I pause. "Maybe when my twentyfour hours are up."
She waits for a moment longer and then stands. I peer out at her as she
heads for the door. "Thanks," I say and she turns to look back at me.
"For the Pepto."
She smiles again. With her hair loose and slightly tousled, still wearing
damp leggings from a few hours before, I almost recognize her.

Stormy's Got Game delivered a chestnut filly on March 23rd at 5:03
a.m.; I missed it by twenty-seven minutes on my first day back at work.
I didn't mind. She's the tiniest little thing I've ever seen; a little round
ball of fur on four too-long spindly legs. She's still damp, standing in the
middle of her stall with legs splayed and eyes closed.
"It took her just a few minutes to find her legs." Colleen smiles, pointing
as the filly begins to sway. "She thinks she won't be able to get back up
again. So she stands there until she starts to fall asleep and then—" The
filly jerks awake, tumbling sideways into a heap of hay.
"She's beautiful."
"It's hard, sometimes," she says. "Very hard work, very hard life."
Colleen points as Stormy sinks to the floor beside her brand new baby.
She chews hay lazily from her new position, her lips brushing the stall
floor. "But when it goes right, I can't imagine missing it." There's a
pleasant quiet between us as we watch the filly, and it is enough. She's
asleep within minutes beneath the glowing warmth from a heat lamp.

Title graphic: "Stable Life" Copyright © The Summerset Review 2013.
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Cut in the cloth
Of a new evening
Even the stars look different
Somehow
Yet around this table
Familiarity sits and drinks
Like one of us
Each night blending into the next
Turning the heavy paper
Words spilling out like liquid
A hand under the table
Yearning for flesh.
But there isn't anything more.
This is it. Just this.
And we smoke it down
Suck it down
To the last drop
As embers collide with metal:
The broken back
Of a crumpled cigarette.
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It's after midnight, and my wife still isn't home. There's no sense in
sleeping so I get up and lay the blanket along the back of the sofa. I
turn on some lights, pick up the house. Even though it's still dark, even
though it'll be dark for hours, I've decided it's morning. The house needs
to look the part.
I go in the kitchen and put the coffee on. I turn up the kitchen radio and
the one in the living room so the whole house feels awake, and in
discussion. The first light starts warming behind the clouds and I start
cracking eggs for breakfast. I make a complete spread with bacon, toast
and pancakes; you don't have to think when you're cooking. You can
whisk and focus on timing.
I finish breakfast and wait until seven. Then I bang on my neighbor's
door.
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"Ned," I say. "You awake?"
He comes to the door in his boxers. He's in his forties too, and starting
to sag. He doesn't say anything—just pops the screen door and I follow
him in. He goes into the bathroom. I open the fridge and get some
orange juice. I feed the dog. It's warm.
The toilet flushes.
"Now what is it?" Ned says, scratching his stomach.
"It's Irene." I say. The dog, Rusty, chomps away on his food. "You seen
her?"
"Not lately," he says, matting down his hair. He looks around for his
robe, then shrugs and comes into the kitchen. "How long's she been
gone?"
"A day."
"A day?" He sits back. "Well, Owen..."
"I know. I don't know." I get up and start pacing. I start opening and
shutting cupboards. Ned's used to me. "You want coffee?" I ask
"Yeah," he says, then sits back and nods.

Irene is my wife and she leaves me from time to time. I never know
when it's coming. She never takes anything with her (clothes,
toothbrush), and she never leaves after a fight. She leaves when things
are comfortable—when we're moving around the kitchen like clockwork.
We'll have dinner, and she'll go run errands. And then she doesn't come
back for two, three days at a time.

Ned gets up to use the phone. It's going on eight.
"That's right," he says. "You were right. It is that flu. Yep. Yeah, I'll try
to be in tomorrow."
"You not feeling well?"
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"You're not feeling well," he says. "C'mon. Let's get out of here."
Ned's got a 1987 Chevy truck in perfect condition. There are some
things he's careful with. I put out my cigarette and get in.
I don't worry about Irene leaving anymore. I'm used to it; she takes off
a couple times a year and I know she gets angry if I find her too fast. I
wouldn't call her handicapped, but she has some conditions. She used to
see lots of specialists (she didn't talk until she was ten), and when she
gets frustrated she swears, and sometimes spits and throws things. She
had an outburst when she was fourteen that sent her mother to the
hospital and the doctors had her locked up for awhile. After that her
parents divorced, and her father said she'd never see another doctor.
And she hasn't.

"We've been doing this a lot lately." Ned says, backing out.
I don't say anything. Then, "You don't have to."
"It's not this, it's..." he says as he turns on the wipers. It's spitting.
"Irene's just leaving a lot lately."
"I know." I say. "I don't know what it is."
"Well, people are talking." He looks at the houses, at the clouds rolling
in. "I don't want to..."
"Ned," I say. "You know me, you know Irene. She just runs off."
"I don't know, Owen." He shakes his head. "If you can't get a hold of
her, if you can't figure her out, somebody else's going to."

Irene and I moved to Marshfield, Iowa ten years ago. It's enough of a
town so there's always someone around, but not so big that there's
other dangers. Before Iowa it was Santa Fe. We lived just outside of the
city and loved it, how you could see for miles in any direction, night and
day. Irene loved to sit on the Spanish roof and smoke menthols and
paint her toenails. She'd sit up there, this little skinny woman in these
huge men's shirts (she loved the way my shirts swallowed her) crouched
over, looking. Just seeing everything. I'd climb up there every night and
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sit with her, and see little splotches of her polish, her toe prints on the
shingles.
We'd only lived there a few weeks when she took off. I didn't know my
way around—the city was one way, and large, and then there was the
desert, burning, unfamiliar, and after three days I got worried. I called
the police. They found her fifty miles away on a horse, clipping through
the dirt like it was on fire. They yelled, said they'd shoot her horse if she
didn't stop and that got her mad and she took off. She turned up at the
house two days later, sunburned, blistered, so dirty she looked Mexican.
She smiled at me and walked straight into the bathroom, dropping her
clothes in little sandy heaps as she went. There was no horse.
"Did I ever tell you about Santa Fe?" I ask Ned.
"Yep." He pulls into the hardware store.
"Do you think she'll be gone that long?"
"There's no horses out here, Owen." He parks in the back, and turns the
truck off. "Listen, people are saying Irene's hanging around with Sid
Meyers."
"Okay," I say. "She's probably inside, then."
"No," he taps on the steering wheel. "I mean a lot of time. People are
starting to talk, Owen."
"Come on, Ned." I say, getting out of the truck. "Irene's not like that."
"It's not just when she runs off. She's been out to lunch with him, out
walking around even when she's still coming home."
"Who told you this?"
He didn't say anything.
"You saw her?"
Ned nods.
"Why didn't you say anything?"
"I am saying something. I wanted to be sure."
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"Sure? You don't think she's..."
Ned shrugs. It doesn't reassure me.
"You want me to come in with you?" he asks.
"No." I say, and shut the door.

Sid's a tall, pear-shaped man in his fifties; he runs the hardware store
and lives in a one-bedroom above Lou's diner. He never married. Irene
and I sometimes see him and his mother at church, and shake hands
and talk about things as people slowly make their way out of pews. I
think back and remember how I would end up talking with Sid's mother,
a frail, smelly thing, and Irene would lean on the pew, talking with Sid.
What did they talk about? What did they have to say to each other?
I go in the store. Sid wasn't behind the counter, or in the back. I found
Jim, a high school kid stocking shelves.
"Hey, you seen my wife? You know Irene?" The kid nods. "I heard she's
been hanging around here."
"Not today." He puts down a case of sprinkler heads. "I haven't seen
anybody all day."
"What about Sid? Is he around?"
"Not today. You want me to tell him you were here?"
"Yeah, tell him. Listen," I lean into the kid a little. "You see him in here
with my wife?"
"No," he says, surprised. "I mean, I see her in here, but not like, with
him."
"She comes in, though?"
"Yeah, she comes in and they talk at the counter."
"When, yesterday?"
"Was it yesterday?" The kid looks puzzled.
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"It was or it wasn't. Was it yesterday?"
"Yeah. But then she left. That's all I know."
"Well, when you see him," I pick up some sprinkler heads and hold
them, then put them down. The kid looks worried, and looks around
behind me. "Just tell him I was here."

Irene didn't take off until we'd been in Iowa for a year. I thought she
might be done running. We had opened a store of rod iron furnishings
and I made gates, balcony rails, and kitschy mailboxes. We'd sell
furniture and candles and other things Irene liked in the catalogs. It's a
far cry from the shipbuilding I used to do, but Irene liked it here and
would walk around the store, dusting things, chatting with the girls
behind the register. She'd come in the back and sit with me, and talk
about people in town, business. She'd turn off the radio and sing me
French camp songs she learned when she was little. One day I was
welding some antique chains and she snuck up and put her hands on
me. I put my torch down and yelled, pulled my mask up and said Irene
this is dangerous, what are you doing? and when I turned around there
she was, completely naked. She was barefoot even. She wasn't listening.
At first, I went after her right away, making sure she wasn't bothering
people, that people weren't taking advantage of her, but she didn't like it
when I found her right away. The first time I found her folding other
people's whites in the laundromat, chatting with the women. I'd find her
and she'd grin and run away even further. So I started waiting a day,
giving her a head start. We knew everyone in town, and I trusted them.
What was Sid doing with her all this time? I didn't want to know.
Suddenly this wasn't routine. I wanted her home. I wanted to find some
things out for sure.

I go back to Ned's and put on some of his clothes: a gray suit, a blue
shirt. Irene wouldn't know me in a suit. I tuck my hair up in a dress hat
and put on a pair of Ned's glasses—they're bifocals, and make me a little
woozy.
"It's okay," Ned says, lighting his cigarette. We're smoking inside. Ned's
divorced. "But I still know it's you. People'll ask if you're on your way to
a wedding."
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"Well," I take the hat off. My hair falls down to my shoulders, still thick
and brown. "Let's cut this."
He doesn't ask me if I'm sure. he's smart enough not to give me an out.
Ned's father was a barber, and he does a nice job. Freeing up all that
weight, watching it fall onto his kitchen floor, makes me feel younger,
lighter. He buzzes the back.
I take the hand mirror and look at myself. "It's still me, though, isn't it?"
"It's always going to be you," Ned says.
I tug on my beard. It's bushy, long, taking up half my face and neck. I
keep touching it, looking in the mirror. Ned leaves the room and comes
back with hot towels and a razor.
Irene's never seen me without a beard; I haven't seen myself without it
since high school. I used to have nightmares about not having my beard.
"What am I doing?" I say, razor in hand.
"Here," Ned takes it from me. "Now close your eyes."

I mentioned other men to Irene just once, when we were dating. I had
to go back to Virginia to deal with my brother and she kept picking up
and setting down these glass animal figurines on the coffee table.
"Look, Irene. This isn't easy for me."
"Easy for you. You're leaving. Easy for you. I have to stay here. Here. By
myself. Here!"
"I don't like thinking about you here either, all by yourself. All these
other guys around."
"Other guys?"
"I know there's other guys. I see how they look at you at work. You'll go
on dates and..."
I didn't finish because she hit me. Not a slap, but a full punch to the
mouth. I was so surprised I fell down. I was so surprised. She was
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crying a little. When I got up she kicked me, hard, in the shin and I
hurried out the door.
She wrote me letters, every single day, on the backs of old waitress
tabs, the used ones that were stained with coffee rings. Her dad was
cheap and set them by the register to use as scratch paper. They made
me homesick. Sometimes I smelled them. When I got back I asked her
to marry me.

"So what else have you been hearing?"
"I don't know, Owen," Ned scrapes my face. It's strange, feeling
something so close. My skin feels charged and delicate. "Margie said
something."
"Margie's always saying something." I keep my eyes closed.
"I know." He says. "But she was talking with Ethel, and you know Ethel."
He pauses then. "They were saying how every time Irene runs, that's
the first place she goes, in the hardware store, right to Sid."
"Well, that doesn't mean..."
"I know." He pats my face with aftershave. It stings, and he lays his
hands back on my face with a coolant, just holds them there for a
minute. He pats my face one more time and says, "All right. Let's get a
look at you."
I open my eyes and there's my face. I'm forty years old. I've seen my
face all my life, been looking at the same eyes in the mirror, but right
now it takes a minute, it takes me raising my hand to touch everything,
to remember it's all mine.
"Now what?" he says, standing back.
I look young; I look like the boy who went to jail, the boy who tore his
family apart. But I sit differently; the lines on my face are different. I
see the boy, but there's more than him in my face now.
"Try and find Sid," I say, and pat Ned on the back.
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Before Irene, I dated women who were crazy in their own ways; women
who had too many kids, who were insanely jealous, who couldn't stand
to see themselves naked. I liked women who needed things, who needed
taking care of. In their ignorance, in their dependence, they made me
feel strong.
But there was something in Irene—something her disorder (if you could
call it that) gave her that these other women, normal women, didn't
have. Irene was stubborn. These other women loved to take charity, to
have me take care of them. Irene had a hard time at things; instructions
were impossible for her, and she never got through the grocery checkout without a fight, but she always wanted me to be quiet. "I'll figure
this out," she'd say, and keep assembling the fan backwards.

I walk down to the diner, looking at the upstairs windows trying to see
Sid. Ethel walks by, and Margie. They turn around and look at me twice,
not because they recognize me, but because strangers are rare,
especially men in suits on a Saturday. I hear them say "Interstate?" as
they go inside. I follow them in.
They take a booth along the side, and I sit at the counter. It'd be too
strange to sit in a booth alone. I sit next to Jim and Pete; they both have
farms outside of town.
"Coffee?" Jackie asks. Jackie's in her thirties. She always looks warm
and tan, like lying in a field in June.
"Please."
"You want a menu?"
I nod. She hands it to me and lets her fingers linger a bit.
"You know what she wants is one of them dogs of Owen's." Jim says. He
and Pete are drinking coffee; their plates clean except for streaks of
gravy.
"The big ones?"
"Yeah, the black and white one you put your mail in. Imagine that.
Putting your mail in a dog—how's that going to look?"
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"Aw, who cares? Bernice's got some house for ours. I don't pay any
attention."
"You know how much one of them costs?"
Jackie comes back to take my order. I get the biscuits and gravy.
"What I wonder is how they make a living doing that," Jim says, drinking
coffee.
"And with that wife of his."
"Irene? She's sweet."
"I bet she's got bills or something," Pete says. "She's never out of his
sight unless she's in one of her spells."
Jim nods.
"They don't have kids. What does she do in there all day?"
"It is strange."
I start eating. I'm hungry, but I don't feel like eating. I drink the coffee.
"Maybe she's got a drinking problem."
"Maybe Owen does. No, I shouldn't say that." Jim leans back on his
stool. "But you can't keep a woman inside like that all the time. Mary
stayed at home with the kids, but she used to tell me if she didn't get to
the store or church, or just somewhere out of the house, she went a
little crazy."
"You boys need anything else?" Jackie comes over to them.
"No, sweetheart. We're good."

I go around back and ring the bell for Sid's apartment. I ring again and I
start working on the lock. I don't like that I'm doing this, that I still know
how to do this, but I do it and go in.
Nobody's home. It's one big room with a bed in the middle, piled with
men's clothing. Hawkeye posters fill the walls.
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There're papers all over the coffee table, old mail, credit card offers, and
a stack of insurance papers and bills. Oncology. Outpatient forms.
Envelopes from Mayo. Prostate doctors.
Then I hear Sid trying to get his key in the door. I think about staying
where I am, but at the last second I duck out the window and down the
fire escape.
I adjust my glasses and ring the bell.
"Yes?" he says. He doesn't recognize me. He looks tired.
"I'm looking for Sidney Meyers."
He sighs. "You got me."
"I'm not selling anything," I say. I wonder how long he's been sick, if
he's told anyone. "My name's Bill Murch. I'm with the state correctional
facility. I wanted to ask you a few question about Irene Burkman. I
understand you're friends with her and Owen?"
"Is she all right?"
"That's what we're trying to find out." I pull out the pad I stole from the
diner. "What can you tell me about Irene? Are you two close?"
"Irene's a great woman, but she gets off sometimes, you know?"
"How?"
"She's got some kind of, I don't know, disorder that she just wanders
around town for a few days."
"And no one comes after her?"
"You know, her and Owen have been living here for years. He used to
come right out and get her, but now he just takes his time. I mean, this
is a small town, we take care of each other, but that's not to say that
something couldn't happen, you know?"
"So do you see Irene when she's out?"
He steps out of his doorway. "I take her out to lunch. I make sure she's
got something to eat. She gets in this state—and all she ever wants to
talk about is the circus. I don't know if it's true or not, but she tells all
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these stories about working for a circus." He smiles. "She tells a great
story. Real funny woman. We eat, I put some money in her pocket, and
I don't know where she goes after that."
"Do you see her any other times, when she's not in this state?"
He hesitates. "Yeah, I do. She comes by the shop sometimes when
Owen's working."
"Are you romantically involved?"
"Can you ask stuff like that?" he says, folding his arms. He's grinning,
though.
"No, we're not. She's lonesome. She just wants somebody to talk to.
That's why she takes off, I think. I think she's lonesome. But talk to
Owen." He goes back inside. "That's the man you need to talk to."
"Do you know where I could find him?"
"Now?" He looks at his watch. "If he's not at the store, I'd try Suds on
Main. You know where that is?"

I go down to the bar. It's the regular crowd after work. I don't think I'm
here usually. I wouldn't think to send someone here looking for me, but
seeing the familiar faces, my open stool, I remember.
"I'll have a Pabst," I say to Billy. I take a stool further down than usual.
The regular crowd is here, but it takes a minute for my eyes to adjust to
the darkness.
When Billy comes back with the beer I ask: "Is Owen Burkman around?"
"Owen?" he says, looking around. "Hey Bill, you seen Owen around?"
Billy shrugs, and looks to Buck and Nick. They shake their heads, and
look at me, turning away from the news, the flashes of war and new
cancer drugs.
"You a friend of Owen's?" Billy asks, wiping down the bar in front of me.
"I'm actually looking for his wife. I heard this might be where I'd find
him, or her."
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They all laugh a little. "You won't see Irene in here. Owen keeps a tight
watch on her."
"Is that right?"
"Who are you, anyway? You a friend of Owen's?" Billy says again,
leaning on the bar. The other men have turned away, pretending not to
listen.
"I'm Irene's brother. She wasn't at the house so I thought she might be
out someplace."
"She did this when you were kids, too, then?" Billy asks.
"Yeah," I lie. I don't know. "Has she been around?"
"Don't tell your brother-in-law because he hates it when she's in here,
but we let her clean the dishes in kitchen. She might still be here. You
want to go talk to her?"
I finish my beer and nod.
"Yeah, right through that door in the back." Billy says. "It's nice to meet
you. Come back some time." I shake his hand.
"Matt." I say.
"Billy. And bring Irene! Tell her she did a great job today."

I walk down the hallway and put my hand on the door. I just want to
take her home. I want to listen to her. I can hear the big steamer
machine running and I just think about her getting too close, about what
the steam could do to her face, her hands. I think about what would
happen if she really left.
I open the door. No one's there.

By now it's dark and I walk back home, the glasses in my pocket, the tie
undone. I take the back streets so people don't stop and ask if I'm in
trouble.
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I take Union Road; it runs between backyards and farmland and as the
darkness comes on it gives me a peaceful, protected feeling. All these
back lights, these views into people's kitchens, make me think someone
is waiting up for me, someone is awake, watching over this land.
There's something about the Midwest that makes you think, early on,
about settling down. All that openness, all that space, makes for this
desperate need for someone to fill it with. Together you can harvest, you
can survive. And there is love in Iowa—it's not just all work—but there's
still that sense of survival that just doesn't exist in cities, that exists only
in places where the sky holds people accountable. Where there isn't
anywhere to hide.
I go home and sit in the living room. Then, when the first light starts
coming through the clouds, I stand up and go out again.
I drive around all morning. I cut through the alleys, stick my head
through people's doorways, check the laundromat. I go in the gas
station and buy some beef jerky.
Ned's working today and I stop by when he's on lunch. He doesn't look
surprised to see me, just comes over with his brown sack and sits down.
"Still nothing?" he says.
I shake my head.
"Owen, you're making yourself sick. Why? You never used to let this get
to you."
"I think she's really gone." I don't want to look at him. I run my fingers
along the cracks in the table.
Ned sighs, and leans back a little.
"She'll come back," he says. He takes another bite from his balogna
sandwich. The tables are round and greasy. Most of the other men eat
their food off trays, scraping their plates loudly. "You need some sleep,
Owen. She's not going to want to come back to you looking like that."

I go back home and lie on the sofa. I have a recurring dream about
Irene. It's late and I go walking in Ned's backyard, out where the trees
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start to thin out to make way for the country. The moon's full and bright
and gives me some solid streaks to work with. It's prairie for days, for
years, and I think she might be sleeping in the tall grass. But there's so
much grass that I panic and start yelling her name. Then there's an
elephant, way off in the distance. He gives a battle cry and starts
running full force, stomping up dirt in clouds. He gets closer and there's
a white speck on his back, shouting circus marches as loud as she can.
Bum ba dum bum bum ba dum. Little Irene. The elephant isn't
decorated; no spangles or headpieces—just natural like she'd found him
out there and claimed him for her own. They run right past me; I can
smell the thick clay elephant smell, see the deep wrinkles in his legs,
and see Irene in her white shiny leotard, waving. I'm the only one there,
but she doesn't look at me. It's like she's waving to an audience, that
I'm one of many. Her hair's flying everywhere. My eyes well up and I cry
out to her.
And then I wake up.

I leave the house and walk to Ned's, through his backyard, into the
farmland. There's no prairie back here, but the fields open up just like
the dream, except brighter. The summer sun pours down and the stalks,
so tall and regal and golden, bend and sway like a massive, rusted
ocean.
I go in. The stalks are high, six feet, and sway a little above my head.
I'm walking blindly, everything before me is golden, and everything
above is sky. There's nothing else left.
I hear someone singing off to my right. I stop and the rustling sound
continues, like piles and piles of autumn leaves being pushed up against
the side of the house. Irene's wearing a blue shirt. I can see flashes of it
in between the stalks and she's walking diagonally, cutting in-between
rows, taking long, high steps like she's trudging through snowdrifts. My
stomach jumps.
I watch the corn ripple around her and when she comes to a stop I get
close, crouching down so she can't see me. She lies down in a row and I
lie beside her, looking up at the sky through the rusted waves. My head
is pressed into the earth. I can feel broken stalks poking into my back.
She just lays there, in the field, in my dirty old shirt, in her corduroy
pants, her hair greasy and flat. She's not ashamed of anything. Then she
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turns, and touches my face. We stay there until the sun goes down. And
then, she lets me follow her.

Title graphic: "Storm Coming" Copyright © Julie Greenwood 2013. Used by permission
of the artist.
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about the man at the Metropolitan Museum cafeteria / who told the pleasant
cashier / my wife died seven years ago. Now I'm / out a lot to keep from
killing myself / then simpered with apology: / oh don't worry! I don't have
the nerve,
while I fed my little girl and asked / Do you have a poo? and Do you have to
poo? / and she sang noooooo. I am have cleeeeaaaan diaper / because she
sings everything. I encouraged her / to eat a few bites of salad and she ate
a few bites of salad, / and my chest burst with joy at the high quality / of my
progeny, though she later threw her bedclothes / to the floor and jumped on
her mattress three times / instead of napping. My anger blazed until I
roughly / plunked her prone frame onto the bed and lifted her legs /
smacking her bottom and quickly was ashamed / and returned to wipe her
tears, to apologize / for smacking her bottom. She kissed my cheek, /
singing daddy is angry daddy is not angry
anymore and the cafeteria man, in my mind, lonely / as I am lonely beyond
imagination, / his confessions cheery with the geniality / of demotic
exchange, the most difficult / and personal pain outwelling even into lunch /
trays and credit card swipes, the paintings / the statues the scrolls the
photos after that / all washed-out, all flat so I put my daughter / back in her
stroller to play peek-a-boo / with strangers on the subway which rocked /
side to side, side to side.
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I was going to say
the waves were speaking
of persistence. It made
sense at the shore, the scoured
rocks, you know, no
matter what the tide the waves
behave like waves no matter
what the hour or chunk
of ice they toss, but by
and by I was convinced
persistence never drove a wave.
Well, what then, watching
waves at work? Not work.
Well, what it is they do.
Well, what they do they are.
A thousand silver tongues?
No. What they do they are.
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The subject of the grave is helping dig it.
Another game, to him.
My aching fly-nipped limbs
heave up the earth, the stones, the thorns, the thicket.
Save this glimpse
of black silk ears and snowy feathered paws;
the chilly, seeking nose.
Tomorrow will enclose
this beautiful deformity whose jaws
betrayed us both.
A bite on the hand that feeds, shatters.
Such shifts are the shaft
and the shock of the knife
we never expect from the hand that
is feeding us life.
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From up here, the last
of the manicured
cul-de-sacs seem to
curl a wary eye
away from their rough
industrial neighbors.
Yards hug fences tight
about their shoulders
and shrug up at us
as the train drones by.
Fences curse and keen
in the vernacular
of graffiti—serifs
filed sharp as knives.
Where the warehouse roofs
go long and flat, the letters
have room to get louder,
colors radiating pride
and anger like heat
off a jet engine.
Up here, we keep still.
The ones who don't sleep
fall into the lazy
posture of looking down.
The sleepers know better.
We remember what
happened to Lot's wife.
We know nothing good
comes from looking back.
Eyelids flickering in fear
of missing our station,
in our dreams we are lost
among the row houses,
shopping for spray paint
so that someone
will know our names.
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"souls on board—total number of passengers and crew"
FAA Advisory Circular 150/5210-7D, Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting Communications

Called away from our families,
already they think us very far gone
and destinations do not expect
us until Monday's continental breakfast.
By cell phone we make visitations
to both sides of time and space,
arranging details and saying late goodbyes,
until at last the crew commands a vow of silence.
Bored as angels, we meditate on the architecture
of cloud tops and the awkward geometry
of crop fields. We bow to the little hope
of bridges between small river towns
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and the immaculate perfection
of parking lots. The valleys seem to pray
to us, mouths open wide with the broken
teeth of houses and the long fangs of church spires.
Later, as we touch down and are reborn
to the earth, we will forget this new wisdom
and cast off our divine status somewhere
between the jetway and the taxi queue.
Meanwhile, up in the tower, the controller
will call for an accounting of souls.
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Start with the subject. A subject doesn't have to be totally fleshed out at
first—you don't have to know everything about them—what's in their
drawers and all, unless the junk drawer or something is what you're
photographing. Then search search search to find that character's face
somewhere, anywhere.
While you're looking, be scrupulous in caring for your kids—don't avoid
them or forget that they've got to eat and sleep and arrive at school on
time. If you make a mistake with them, you'll hear about it from the
authorities in your life and there'll be hell to pay.
Pretty much nobody will ever accept the excuse that you were looking
for a particular person to take a picture of. Pretty much everyone thinks
the camera is just a hobby—a pastime that you can control if you really
want, if you love your kids. It's better not to correct other adults—they'll
just think you're crazy and it'll stir up self-doubt too.
Remember that eventually children grow up, and husbands either leave
or die. By that time, it's entirely possible that you'll have found the
subject's face, taken the picture, and sold it to Aperture Magazine or
someplace that will make you equally famous. You'll be able to relax,
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having done what you were created to do in the first place. People will
understand then and, in their memories, make allowances.
They leave. All of them—both children, and the thoroughly discontented
husband. The husband made lots of money, enough to go around. You
cry your tears, but underneath the grief pulses a long-lost relief. You
clean the house top to bottom, rid yourself of the extraneous miscellany
that distracted you from the camera. You excise the unnecessary from
your closets, your cupboards, the garage, even your Rolodex. Just wad
up the business card of your neighbor two doors down who went
professional doing landscapes, cram it into the trash bag. Take a deep
breath, make every effort to dispel your wish that her son get into
drugs.
Your fingers caress the camera at the top of the closet where it's mostly
been during the time it's taken for your family to get their own lives.
Some years you only took it off the shelf if it fit into your suitcase on
family vacations. Or when someone asked you to take pictures of their
kids for free. You attended a few courses, entered a few contests, even
earned a little money. Not enough, however, to justify friends or
babysitters or nannies to drive your kids to the opportunities that you
knew they'd resent not having when they grew up.
But now they are grown-up. One is in Europe studying economics so she
can make her daddy proud. The other's a history major at the state
university. They don't come home much. The history major called to tell
you she's taking another art class, this time a photography class next
semester. You're confused by your queasiness when you found this out.
You want her to appreciate art, even made her take lessons once.
During the semester, she asked for extra money in her allowance so she
could buy more film. You got queasy again, swallowed to keep what
shouldn't come to consciousness from coming to consciousness. "Of
course, honey," you answered, and sent the money.
You force yourself to go out and snap pictures. This time you go to the
local Starbucks with the other mommies retired from duty. As you point,
click, and smile to gain cooperation, you secret the knowledge that you
aren't like them at all. You think you recognize the character you've
always searched for—blue eyes too made up and black hair streaked
with gray—and you feel a momentary relief. It turns out to be nothing—
the woman has a red scar across the side of her face you didn't see at
first—and you know that the very visibility of it ruins the character's
mystery. For some other artist, of course, the scar would be the
mystery, but not for you.
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Your daughter comes home for spring break. Proudly, she opens a black
leather portfolio that her boyfriend gave her for Christmas. She pulls out
ten black-and-white 11 x 14s on resin-coated paper. They are
landscapes and strangers' faces and the implements of people's jobs: a
tree-studded median on a highway, a white tramp with a sparkly coat
and rusting shovels against a garage door. They are good photographs,
really good. With a pinch of vanity, you imagine them hanging on a
museum wall. The printing, she reports, was called "exquisite" by her
teacher, who happens to be famous, and you must agree.
Your daughter speaks. "I love it so much. My teacher says I can change
majors and only lose a semester and a half. Do you think Dad will pay?
Do you? If not, I don't care. I've got to do this. I just can't believe I'm
only now realizing what I want to do with my life."
Your daughter's face is alight. She's never looked more herself. Your
heart softens, glad for her, but you run to the bathroom and lean over
the toilet anyway. The bile is the worst thing you've ever tasted—acidic,
bitter. Worse, even, than the morning sickness you had for nine
months—with both girls—while other women suffered only three.
You fear you'll never rid yourself of the taste. You splash cold water on
your cheeks, in your mouth. When you lift your hot face and run your
tongue over your teeth, your eyes meet your eyes in the mirror. Notice
that the daylight from the window bounces off the sprinkle of silver in
your hair. You long for your camera, a proper darkroom after the picture
is snapped.
"And you'll support me when I tell Dad, won't you?" she calls from the
other room.
Avert your eyes.
Avert eyes.
Avert.

Title graphic: "Shutters" Copyright © The Summerset Review 2013.
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Maybe they were drunk or drugged,
those eighth-century monks on that frozen island,
or maybe they were using all the little they had
to dream their holy book—
painting exquisite interlaces of serpents, arms, and legs
around a picture's frame, or, in a chapter's opening word,
piling crazy mazes of Celtic spirals and trumpets,
or shocking an interface with lizards, peacocks, griffins.
Even Christian icons go animistic: The Chalice
blooms viny greenery to romance a page.
A contortionist burps a serpent while he shapes the letter “h” —
Is he biblical? Or the man who strangles a bird?
Their logic, if that's what it was—surreal—
Dragons and crosses, mice nibbling the Eucharist—
No matter—imagined means God's plan:
Let us illuminate the Gospel!
Note the portrait that opens St. John's chapter:
A kaleidoscope of halos, rosettes, crosses
floats eerily across the page; in the apostle's right hand
a quill, in his left, the book he'll write;
the folds of his robe, convolutions of a crab's belly,
drape his unbodied form.
And behind him,
behind the painting's frame, as if steamrollered to its back—
protrude a head on top, two feet at bottom (pierced perhaps by nails),
a hand on either side: Christ
embracing it all.
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Two hundred years ago
two walls and a floor
were smoothed
by the disciplined love
of the lathe.
The hands that held it
did not know
they were joining
the axis
of heaven and earth
to give comfort
to those in fear.
One hundred years ago
a soldier returned
from his prison,
but could not bear
the open space
of a room.
He turned
to the corner
for solace
and sat for hours,
cradled in its lines.
Fifty years ago
I stayed there too.
First, I stretched out
my arms to you,
holding them forever
in the perfect shape
of a triangle.
But you walked away.
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And I stopped
my exercise
in human geometry
and settled
into these walls.
Their golden wood
embraced body
and cheek
and tired bone.
"Keep walking,"
I said to you
from the corner
as you became
smaller and smaller
in the distance.
The joining
of heaven and earth
would have to wait
for another day.
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Julie Greenwood, whose artwork appears with the story
titled "Elephant," provides an artist's statement below. See more of her work
at www.JulieGreenwoodsArt.etsy.com

I have been working as a colored pencil artist for nearly thirty years. I
originally developed a line of nature jewelry created with colored pencil on
wood. This work honed my drawing skills, my wood sculpting experience
guided my ideas of form, and nature motivated me to work larger.
My primary technique as a colored pencil artist involves drawing on
colored papers and boards with a light layering of multiple colors which
creates a soft texture, and a vibrant saturated color. I also use colored
pencil sticks when creating a looser, less stylized work. This spontaneity and
experimentation with sticks provides an important aspect to all my work.
My work is a celebration of the variety of animal life; a tribute to nature's
ability to awe and awaken within each of us our biological connection and
spiritual need of the natural world. They are little reminders to appreciate all
animals in their uniqueness, not only because of our concern for nature's
well-being and balance, but also for our own well-being and balance.

Howard Bray, who lives in Washington DC, was a reporter on
daily newspapers in St. Louis, Louisville, and elsewhere. His articles have
appeared in The New York Times Magazine, The Progressive and The Nation,
among other magazines. He is the author of The Pillars of The Post (Norton,
1980). A native of Albany, New York, he has a BA degree from Washington
University and has taught at several universities.
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Allora Campbell grew up as the oldest of ten homeschooled
children on her family's horse farm. She received her BA in English from
SUNY Geneseo and recently graduated from SUNY Brockport's Creative
Writing MA Program. Allora currently teaches at SUNY Brockport and
freelances for the Livingston County News. In her free time, Allora works on
restoring her family's 19th century home in Western New York, manages
their retirement farm for handicapped horses, and works on a novel. This is
her first published story. allora.campbell@gmail.com

Laura Farmer is a graduate of the Syracuse MFA
program and her work has appeared in The Iowa Review, Camas, The
Kenyon Review, and other journals. She is Writing Studio Director at Cornell
College and also writes weekly book reviews for The Cedar Rapids Gazette.
farmer9@gmail.com

Holly Hendin is a psychiatrist working in Phoenix. In her poetry
she tries to catch and elaborate on those moments that otherwise would slip
by quietly. She hopes that in her poetry she is able to explore the spaces
between the stitches of existence. Her poetry can be found in The Front
Range Review, Ginosko, The George Washington Review, Crack the Spine,
and Schuylkill Valley Journal. holly.poetry@gmail.com
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Translator, scholar, and poet, Lynn Hoggard has published
five books and hundreds of articles, poems, and reviews. She teaches
French, English, and Humanities at Midwestern State University in Wichita
Falls, Texas, and is a past president of the American Literary Translators
Association. In her view, poetry clarifies and distills meanings that are
already implicit in things. lynn.hoggard@mwsu.edu

Christopher Michel has an MFA from Syracuse University,
and received a Fulbright in 2006 to translate poetry in the Republic of
Georgia. His work has been published in Stone Canoe, Barrow Street,
Cavalier Literary Couture, and Free Lunch. He currently lives in New York, in
Brooklyn's secret Chinatown, and is a stay-at-home dad.
christopher.j.michel@gmail.com

Irene O'Garden's poetry has found its way to the Off-Broadway
stage (Women On Fire), into hardcover (Fat Girl), into prizewinning
children's books, and into many literary journals and anthologies. She won a
2012 Pushcart Prize for her essay "Glad To Be Human," now in e-form from
Untreed Reads. She has received other awards, fellowships and residencies
for her writing, as well as annual listings in Who's Who in America and Who's
Who of American Women. ireneogarden.com
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Laurie L. Patton is the author of two books of poems, Fire's
Goal: Poems from a Hindu Year (White Cloud Press, 2003) and Angel's Task:
Poems in Biblical Time (Station Hill Press, 2011). She is author or editor of
eight books on Indian mythology and religion, and translator of the Indian
classical text, The Bhagavad Gita for Penguin Classics Series (2008). She is
Durden Professor of Religion at Duke University. lpatton@zmailonline.com

Cynthia Sample earned an MFA in creative writing from
Vermont College and a PhD in finance from the University of Texas at Dallas.
Her stories are forthcoming or have appeared in Sleet, Wichita Falls
Literature and Art Review, Between the Lines, and Love After 70.
cynthiacsample@gmail.com

Raised in Oklahoma, Anna Weaver lives in North Carolina with
her two daughters. She's an active member of the Triangle's Living Poetry
community and frequent reader at local open mics. Her poems have
appeared in Star*Line, Wild Goose Poetry Review, Utter, and most recently
as in the May issue of The Postcard Press. notanna96@me.com
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